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Introduction
For the past several years New York State, with National Evaluation
Systems, Inc., as a partner, has been using a series of innovative
teacher assessments to address some of the long-standing ills of an
aging teacher education and credentialing system. Some of the
regulations for our teacher titles have not been revised for 30 years,
although others have been changed recently in an attempt to update
and upgrade teacher competency standards. We have evolved from
requiring somewhat simplistic written examinations at only the
entry level to using a more sophisticated combination of written and
performance assessments that impose graduated but related
requirements at the provisional (or entry) level and at the perma-
nent certificate level. New York State’s teacher testing program has
matured from a “one-size-fits-all” core battery of tests to a series of
tests that are responsive to the different requirements of our various
teaching credential levels and title areas. We have recently
revalidated this series of tests to make their content better align with
new preK–12 student learning standards and new priorities in
staffing New York State classrooms, and the pass-point hurdles are
rising. We are about to enter another period of profound change.
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New York State’s school reform effort rests on three pillars: setting
educational standards for students and teachers; building capacity
to ensure educational opportunities for all the people of New York
State throughout their lifetimes; and, finally, requiring that every-
one—from students to teachers, to teacher education and pro-
fessional development programs, to the Board of Regents—
be accountable for improved results.

To illustrate our present status in setting educational standards, the
new standards for students—established in spring of 1996—call for
even more rigorous standards for teachers, and the new standards
for teachers call for improved standards for the providers of teacher
education and for professional development activities. Of course all
of these standards must be aligned and cohesive—as was our goal,
for example, in the revalidation of the New York State Teacher
Certification Examinations (NYSTCE®). In building capacity we are
committing our resources to provide access for our citizens to
lifelong learning opportunities. By requiring accountability in our
reform effort, we identify who is responsible for improved
standards at each stage. For students to meet learning standards, it
must be a combined effort of teachers, schools, individual students,
and their caretakers. To that end, we recently introduced “school
report cards.” In order for teachers to meet standards, we must call
upon the providers of teacher education, school districts, principals,
the Regents, and the teachers themselves. This same group, along
with the organized profession—the unions—must be responsible for
maintaining these standards in teachers’ career-long professional
development. The Regents’ quality assurance review process is also
responsible for overseeing the standards for teacher education and
professional development activities. Ultimately, the responsibility
for keeping the standards current, appropriate, and focused toward
the Regents’ goals lies with the Board of Regents.

As evidence that there was a need for this extensive a reform,
consider these statistics from the 1995–96 school year:

• Of the 198,000 teachers statewide, 7.6 percent were without
appropriate certification, with the uncertified proportion
varying widely across fields. For elementary education, only
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4.6 percent of the teachers were uncertified, while for bilingual
education, the percentage of uncertified teachers ranged as high
as 30.5 percent.

• New York City employed almost 8,000 teachers under
temporary licenses. Elsewhere in the state, about 1,000 served
under temporary licenses.

• Statewide, about 9 percent of the teachers employed in 1994–95
did not return to teaching in 1995–96. New York City Schools
Under Registration Review (SURR) schools had the highest
teacher turnover rate (23 percent) and the highest proportion of
inexperienced and poorly prepared teachers.

• Only about half of New York State’s certification applicants are
recommended by a New-York-State-approved teacher educa-
tion program. The other half apply directly via centralized
transcript evaluation. There are problems associated with the
transcript evaluation route—institutional accountability is
weakened, individual patterns of coursework may not cohere,
and student teaching experiences may be weak or nonexistent.

Many more teachers are certified in New York State than are
actually hired, yet shortages in both geographic areas and title areas
exist. Some of those certified go to other states or Canada; some go
on to graduate school; many were merely “picking up” a certificate
on the way to other careers. While some districts may have
hundreds of applicants for an opening, less attractive districts must
hire temporarily licensed individuals because they cannot—for
various reasons—attract fully credentialed individuals.

Another issue is that New York State certification requirements, as
defined in regulation, entail only minimal preparation toward
teaching students with diverse characteristics and backgrounds.
Student diversity is increasing, but teacher diversity is not keeping
pace, as illustrated in the table below.

Statewide New York City SURR schools

Minority Students 43% 83% 97%

Minority Teachers 15% 34% Many are
uncertified/new.
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What Are We Planning to Do about These Conditions?
The Regents Task Force on Teaching deliberated on these and many
other pieces of evidence for some months. They also heard
testimony from a wide variety of statewide constituencies and
nationally based experts on what an ideal teacher certification and
development system should be—a visionary, money-is-no-object, in-
a-perfect-world, “exemplary system of teaching and teacher
education.” The Regents Task Force concluded that significant gaps
exist between the current New York State system of teacher
education/certification/induction/development and that ideal. The
four major gaps the Task Force addressed and their proposed
solutions are summarized below.

Gap A

Recruitment and hiring systems that would ensure that qualified
staff, representative of the state’s diversity, are available in
sufficient number for all geographic and subject areas are lacking.

Proposed solutions:

1. Establish new standards for what teachers should know and be
able to do. These standards would align with the state’s 28
student learning standards and with the Interstate New
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium standards.

2. Support new initiatives and formalize existing programs for
teacher recruitment and retention by

• providing bonuses for those who teach three years in hard-
to-staff areas;

• providing teacher loan forgiveness and scholarship
programs;

• encouraging paraprofessionals toward certification,
building on Teacher Opportunity Corps (TOC) and New
York City initiatives;

• increasing planning and professional development time for
teachers in SURR schools; and
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• encouraging certified teachers to update skills and
knowledge and become certified in hard-to-staff fields.

3. Require, as a condition of program registration (i.e., accredita-
tion), teacher education programs to recruit strong candidates
who are representative of the state’s diversity.

Gap B

There are no statewide preparation and support programs for staff
that ensure solid preparation in the growing knowledge base,
professional competence, successful transition to full teaching
responsibility, and commitment to the well-being and learning of
all students.

Proposed solutions:

1. Establish a new certificate title structure aligning standards for
certification with student learning standards, teacher standards,
and student development levels. Require teacher education
programs to modify curricula by 1999.

2. Eliminate centralized transcript evaluation. Instead, require
institutions to apply for approval of innovative programs
designed to prepare individuals for changing careers, returning
to teaching, or changing teaching fields.

3. Severely limit temporary (emergency) licenses.

4. Appoint a State Professional Practices Board.

5. Establish more rigorous teacher education approval standards.

6. Require all teacher education programs to meet either National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
standards or undergo a more rigorous process recommended
by the State Professional Practices Board.

Gap C

New York State's staff development system does not ensure that
the knowledge and skills of all staff remain current throughout
their careers.
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Proposed solutions:

1. Create new levels of certification based on continuing
education, experience, and assessment.

• Establish an Internship Certificate, valid for two years, that
requires the candidate to hold a bachelor's degree; be
recommended via an approved program; and pass the
Liberal Arts and Sciences Test, the Assessment of Teaching
Skills—Written, and the applicable Content Specialty Test.

• Establish an Initial Professional Certificate, valid for seven
years, that requires the candidate to satisfactorily complete
a one-year mentored internship, with the possibility of
substituting two years of successful teaching, and hold a
master's degree or be enrolled in a master's program that
must be in the field of the certificate or functionally related.

• Establish an Advanced Professional Certificate, valid for
five-year periods, that requires the candidate to have five
years of satisfactory teaching beyond an internship year;
hold a master's degree in the field of the certificate or a
related field; pass an advanced Content Specialty Test; pass
an advanced Assessment of Teaching Skills to be con-
ducted by a principal and two external peer reviewers;
satisfactorily complete a portfolio assessment; pass a
teaching observation; and formulate a career growth plan
that incorporates the needs of the teacher, as well as those
of the school and the students.

2. Require each school district to provide an annual, compre-
hensive professional development plan for all staff members
starting in 1999–2000. The plan would include the following
elements.

• Annual performance reviews would be required.

• Teachers absent from teaching for more than five years
must have their certificates revalidated by the New York
State Education Department after their first annual
performance review.
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• Professional development must be a topic for shared
decision making (among parents, teachers, administrators,
school board members).

• The costs of the professional development program would
be subject to the district’s collective bargaining agreement.

• A professional development committee would be estab-
lished in each district.

• Peer intervention may be initiated by a district’s profes-
sional development committee.

• Districts would be held accountable for continuing staff
competence.

Gap D

Many school environments are not conducive to effective teaching
and learning.

Proposed solutions:

1. Allocate more funds to ensure safe schools, adequate facilities,
sufficient classrooms, and adequate resources (including
technology).

2. Examine criteria for school administrators and find means to
ensure that administrators are prepared for their roles in
enabling all students to meet academic standards and achieve
learning outcomes.

It is important to remember that this summary details proposed New
York State changes and that the Task Force Report has not yet been
formally adopted—it still has to undergo public scrutiny in a series
of regional forums that started in November of 1997. Although
estimates of cost have been offered and likely sources of opposition
have been speculated upon, this is still a preliminary document and
will change before its final form is adopted. Many of the themes of
the preceding papers in this book, however, are reflected in these
proposed actions.
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Points Made By Previous Papers that Resonate with the
New York State Plan

Leonard Kaplan wrote that teachers need to keep current, and New
York’s plan for career-long professional development works toward
that goal. Yes, all children can learn, and all teachers can learn, too.
Kaplan, Leslie Huling, and others spoke of the way in which both
teachers and teacher educators can serve as models. The modeling
function of teacher educators is reinforced in the proposed New
York State program’s approval criteria, as is collaboration among
teacher educators and arts and sciences faculty.

Mary Diez, Sandra Odell, and others spoke of the need for clearly
articulated and pervasive standards as a base for all stages of
teacher growth. New York State’s standards are central to collabora-
tive efforts among teacher education programs, schools/districts,
professional and lay groups, and teachers at all stages of
development.

New York State proposes increased use of complex performance
assessments and a shift to localizing some of those assessments
within school environments. This development resonates well with
Mary Diez’s statement that assessment should focus on diagnosis in
order to support improvement and growth. Mentoring and peer
review foster Diez’s communicative, formative, coaching type of
assessment. In scoring and scorer calibration for NYSTCE per-
formance assessments, we have already noticed the spin-off benefits
of standards awareness and self-assessment when teachers make
professional, standards-based judgments regarding performance
quality of peers and teachers-to-be.

Mike Rebell’s warnings about the potential problems inherent in
raising standards also hit home. We anticipate many problems in
transitioning to radically different policies, practices, support
structures, regulations, and statutes. Phasing in and switching over
to such a complex set of new policies and rules will be difficult,
since the long rhythms involved in educating and developing
teachers contrast and conflict with the shorter timetables of politics,
budgets, and bargaining agreements. The specter of tenure laws
haunts us. We agree with Rebell that having quality teachers in New
York State classrooms is probably more important than worrying
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about limiting class sizes. It is important to align standards for
teachers with those for students. As Rebell noted, we tried to
institutionalize mentor-intern relationships once before, but we lost
the initiative when funding was withdrawn. This time around we
hope to make mentor-intern relationships last and to truly deliver
on our promise. Mentoring is not automatic—it requires support.
Training patterns and ways to foster mentoring environments are
needed. Rebell also commented upon the potential legal advantages
of peer review, and that is a feature of our new plan.

Gene Campbell described Colorado’s three-tiered certification
system, which is similar to what New York has proposed. The
challenges Campbell listed for Colorado’s system are still to be
faced in New York.

Rickey Haas reminded us that unions will be looking carefully at
issues of professional development. So far, New York State unions
have been generally in favor of our plan, but issues may emerge as
we “go public” in coming weeks.

Emerson Elliott discussed NCATE’s search for “ideal” summative
assessments for those recommended by teacher education
programs. This reminded me of recent shifts we have seen in the
way NYSTCE test scores are reported to teacher education
institutions. The way teacher assessments are used and the way
scores are reported can have serious repercussions for program
admission and retention standards. NYSTCE score reporting
patterns have alerted our institutions and the public to some
inefficiencies. On the other hand, in some cases colleges have
refused to admit “atypical” teacher education candidates or those
who may take longer to develop. We will encourage colleges to
recruit and nurture teacher candidates from diverse backgrounds,
designing programs to fit the specific needs of those diverse
candidates. As New York State decentralizes some of its advanced
assessments and encourages college/district collaborative consortia,
score reporting effects and interactions among spheres of
responsibility will become even more complex.

Linda Wurzbach reminded us that the qualities of learner-
centeredness, authenticity, reflection, naturalness, and social inter-
action are important in mentoring and associated assessment/
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development processes. We hope that these qualities will
characterize New York State’s future patterns of professional
growth and evaluation.

We in New York State have a lot of work to do and many changes
and challenges to face. However, as Mary Meritt reminded us,
“while we have been having these discussions, the kids just keep
coming to school,” and—first and last—our efforts must center on
them.
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